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Detail 01: Typical section through existing intermediate timber
joisted separating floor to historic front and rear buildings
1:5@A1
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EXISTING MASONRY
CAVITY WALL

Floor finishes zone, TBC

Isomass Isocheck 18T (18mm
thick) acoustic floorboard

2 layers of 15mm Gyproc Fireline plasterboard
fixed to resilient bars, joints staggered. Plaster
skim finish

22mm t&g chipboard deck (min. density 600kg/m3)

Acoustic flanking strip as all flooring
must be isolated from the skirtings to
prevent flanking transmission

Wall Type WT3:
Existing masonry wall
82.5mm Gyproc Thermaline insulated plasterboard mechanically fixed
to Gyproc GypLyner single independent wall lining system.  Fill cavity
with 25mm Isover Acoustic Partition Roll.
1 layer of 15mm Gyproc SoundBloc plasterboard over insulated
plasterboard
Plaster skim finish
Note: Condition of existing masonry walls to be reviewed on-site to
ensure that a Gyproc GypLyner system is the most appropriate solution

HISTORIC ENGLAND LIST ENTRY: 1380668 - 52
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Resilient bars @400ctrs perpendicular to joist
direction

Existing timber joists (depth
shown approx.). Assumd to be
at least 200mm deep
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Detail 03: Typical section through existing second
floor concrete slab separating floor between retail unit
and site
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EXISTING SECOND FLOOR
CONCRETE SLAB AND SCREED

(Depth TBC)

EXISTING RETAIL UNIT
BELOW. NO ACCESS

Floor finishes zone, TBC

Isomass Isocheck 18T (18mm
thick) acoustic floorboard

Detail 02: Typical section through existing
secondfloor timber joisted separating floor
between retail unit and site
1:5@A1
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EXISTING RETAIL UNIT
BELOW. NO ACCESS

Floor finishes zone, TBC

Isomass Isocheck 18T (18mm
thick) acoustic floorboard

100mm mineral wool (45kg/3)
between timber joists,
Rockwool RWA45 or equal

Existing ceiling finishes,
assumed and unknown

Existing timber joists (depth
shown approx.). Assumd to be
at least 200mm deep

- Floor will not achieve Part E acoustic
separation due to the limited existing
headroom and window head levels

Detail 04: Typical section through existing
second/third floor concrete slab separating floor
1:5@A1
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EXISTING THIRD/FOURTH FLOOR
CONCRETE SLAB AND SCREED

(Depth TBC)

Floor finishes zone, TBC

Isomass Isocheck 18T (18mm
thick) acoustic floorboard

1 layer of 12.5mm Gyproc
SoundBloc plasterboard on Gyproc
MF ceiling system. 50mm min cavity

22mm t&g chipboard deck
(min. density 600kg/m3)

Period style cornice

Period style skirting

- These details are subject to invasive
on-site investigations to confirm existing
fabric build-ups. Acoustic consultant to
comment on proposed build ups

- No account has been taken of the fire
separation performance requirements for
the details shown. Fire consultant to
comment on proposed build ups

- No acoustic upgrade required between site
and adjacent properties as it is assumed
the existing brick party walls are greater
than 200mm thick. Where Party walls are
less than 200mm thick these will be lined
out with an independent metal stud after
the ceilings have been installed, details to
follow.

- Ply lining to kitchen areas for fixing back
wall units. Moisture resistant plasterboard
to be used in bathrooms

- These details have been prepared to form
part of the planning application only to
show the outline principles for acoustic
separation compliance. Therefore, they do
not represent a design/specification or
construction drawings

Existing ceiling finishes
unknown
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